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Granular entropy and granulation process
ALEXANDER RYBALOV

People use granulation to represent original data as a set of entities that are better suited
for managing resulting subtasks. Concepts that are introduced in this paper are based on two
features of granulation: the relevance of all the points in a granule and relative number of points
in every granule. Based on these features several concepts are introduced that include granular
relevance, defined as sum of relevancies of all the points in the granule and granular entropy, that
is similar to information entropy and reflects the dispersion of relevant points across granules.
Using these concepts granulation process is represented as solution of optimization problem
where objective function is granular entropy. To this end the theorem, that shows how the change
in relevance of points in a granule affects granular entropy, was proved. The last two sections
of the paper show how leverage over the granulation process can be achieved by using t-norm
and uni-norm operators.
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1.

Introduction

The result of granulation process is the representation of basic information as a set
of entities that are better suited for managing resulting subtasks. As granules represent
concepts that humans use for different subtasks, the granulation process often lacks formal mechanism. As a result, it often happens that resulting granules are either too big
or too small. Here we face paradoxical problem: on one hand granulation process is
knowledge-oriented, i.e. is dependent on human understanding, and on other hand is
data-driven, i.e. we don’t have complete control over this process. As a result proper
leveraging mechanism is lacking. To built it we need to utilize two sides of granulation
process: importance of different points for a given problem and size of resulting granules. To achieve this we identify granules with clusters, and use process of clustering as
constrain on granulation process. The latter can be presented, therefore, as optimization
problem. What we need is proper representation.
As granulation process is essentially an information process, the notion of entropy
used in information theory should be extended to granulation as well. Thus we get a
measure that can be used to control granulation process. What we need at this stage is
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to determine how granular entropy is changing during the course of granulation process.
The next step is to determine what operator can be used to leverage this process. What
we need is a class of flexible and consistent operators that permit us to control size
and relevance of resulting granules. These operators should satisfy certain properties,
in particular to be commutative, associative, and monotonic. Additional requirements
should let us to complete leverage over granulation process.

2.

Granular entropy and granulation process

Solution of problems requires division of initial problem into subtasks that are more
suitable to human understanding. Some points are more relevant for solution of original
problem, while others don’t attain much importance. If some points are indispensable for
solution of the original problem, i.e. their removal influence the results in every model,
we can say that these points are highly relevant, or their relevancy is equal to 1. If, on
other hand, removal of points in almost all possible models don’t have effect on the
solution then we can say that these points are irrelevant, or their relevancy is close to
0. To formalize this we define that every point + has relevancy .   . Experts
can decide how relevant is each point and assign relevancy values for every point or a
group of points. For example, in a space with six points first, second and third points,
that form compact subspace, have relevancies equal to 0.4, 0.3 and 0.2, whereas fourth,
fifth and sixth points, that also form compact subspace, have relevancies equal to 0.7,
0.8 and 0.9. If points with similar relevancy form compact subspace then we assume
that they are within the same granule. So, in the above example, first, second and third
points are in one granule, and fourth, fifth and sixth points are in another granule. Sum of
all relevancies in a granule is called granular relevance > . It indicates how important
each particular granule is. In the above example granular relevancies are equal to 0.9
for the first granule, and 3.3 for the second granule, and, as a result, we can see that the
second granule is much more important than the first. Sum of granular relevancies for
all granules is called total granular relevance. In the example above it is equal to 4.2.
The formation of granules should depend on dispersion of points with different relevancies across granules and distribution of granular relevancies. To get a measure of
dispersion of points across granules we introduce the notion of granular entropy.
Definition: If there are granules where each granule having   points, and each
point  has relevancy . , then granular entropy > is defined as:
>  
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> is granular relevance, and > is total granular relevance. The value of granular entropy
in the above example is equal to 0.5196.
This measure is similar to the measure of information entropy and gives us a tool
to leverage the granulation process. Essentially it measures the dispersion of the most
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relevant (and important) points across granules: the larger dispersion is the higher granular entropy is. As points in granules form compact subspaces, we can have a choice in
granulation process. If we aim at maximizing granular entropy (with number of granules fixed) we will get granules that have approximately equal number of highly relevant
points. This can significantly enhance our understanding of initial problem’s space and
help to divide it into appropriate subtasks. If, on other hand we want to minimize granular entropy, we will get one granule that have all points that are relevant, and the rest
dispersed among other granules. Some applications do require such type of granulation.
But there are dangers in the first approach. Maximization of granular entropy can
lead to the situation where small number of points, that have high relevancy are spread
over number of granules, whereas all other points are concentrated within one granule.
In this case granular entropy will be high, but at the expense of conceptual understanding
of the problem. Insight into essence of the problem is required as well, and for this we
need carefully calibrate granulation process.
To achieve this at first we identify granules with clusters (i.e. they have the same
points). Next we introduce the notion of cluster entropy.
Definition: Suppose we have clusters with points in cluster  and total number of
points is . Then cluster entropy  is equal to















(2)




where  is the proportion to the number of points in the cluster .
Cluster entropy measures the level of concentration of points (independently of their
importance) across clusters. High concentration leads to lower cluster entropy, whereas
low concentration (i.e. more equal distribution of points across clusters) leads to higher
cluster entropy.
Lemma: If we have two clusters A and B with  and  number of points (    ),
and we are adding the point + then the maximal increase of cluster entropy happens if
we add the point + to the smallest cluster.
P ROOF: Let     and   1 where 1   . Then     1. When we
add the point + to a cluster the proportion of points in this cluster is equal to 1  . To
find where the increase of cluster entropy will be maximal, we have to take derivative of
cluster entropy and set it equal to 0.
"  1   

1      1   
"



 1  



1

1

By definition 1      1   and, therefore,  * *   and   * *  . Thus,
the derivative is non-positive and it attains the maximum value 0 at the point, where
 *
 *

 , therefore *  , 1      1   and 1     . The latter
*
equation shows that these clusters should have equal number of points, i.e. there should
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be equal distribution. To get this result we have to assign any new points to the smallest
cluster.
For example, let’s consider space with two clusters: the first one with five points and
the second one with seven points. The cluster entropy is equal to 0.6792. If we add a new
point to the first cluster the cluster entropy will increase to 0.6902. But if we add a new
point to the second cluster the cluster entropy will decrease to 0.6663.
Thus, the level of cluster entropy should serve as a constraint during granulation
process. It should never exceed certain minimal level. The latter depends on total number
of points, number of subtasks, etc. Thus the task of granulation in situations, where we
need to maximize granular entropy, can be rewritten as optimization problem:
>
Maximize
Subject to constrain     

(3)

As we proceed with the granulation process, we face two main problems. The first problem is to get exact measure of change of granular entropy and cluster entropy if we add a
new point to a particular granule (or change relevance of some point); the second problem is to leverage the process, i.e. to find the tool to fine-tune the distribution of points
across granules. The first problem is addressed in the next section; the second problem
in sections four and five.

3.

Leverage levels of granular and cluster entropy

Theorem 1: Let granular entropy in system, with  granules (with at least one point in
each of them) and total granular relevance >, is equal to > . Let a point be added to
the granule , that has granular relevance > , or a point in this granule increases its
relevance. Then the rate of change of granular entropy is equal to
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P ROOF: If we add one point to the granule
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and the derivative will be equal to
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We can view granular entropy of the whole system >
.
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as

consisting of the sum of entropies >   .  . of granules within the given
system. At this point we need to find out the how we can achieve the largest increase and
largest decrease of granular entropy of the system.
Let the number of granules be k. We can rewrite the above formula as
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where > is average granular entropy, >   .  . is granular entropy of the
chosen granule .
The latter equation points out that the change in granular entropy will be greatest,
when both the difference between entropy of the chosen granule and average granular
entropy and the difference between ratio of granular relevance in the chosen granule to
total granular relevance and mean proportion, that is equal to  , is greatest. The change
in granular entropy will be smallest if these differences are close to zero, i.e. the chosen
granule has entropy that is closest to an average.
To achieve more flexible control
over the process of granulation we can order granu.
.
les by values  . >   . , where > is granular entropy and > is granular
relevancy of the granule . Then we control the direction of change of granular entropy
by choosing corresponding granule to add new point. If we want that the change from
the current level of granular
 entropy be minimal then we choose the granule whose
.
.
is closest to zero. If we want the maximal increase in convalue  . >   .
centration (and, therefore, the maximal decrease of granule entropy), then we assign
 a
.
.
new point + to the granule with the largest negative value of  . >   . .
If we want the maximal decrease in concentration (and, therefore, the maximal increase
of granule entropy) then
we assign new point + to granule with largest positive value
.
.
of  . >   . .
While solving the optimization problem, we can simultaneously leverage cluster
entropy.
Theorem 2: Let total cluster entropy in system with  clusters (with at least one point in
each of them) and points (with sufficiently large) is equal to  . Let a point be added
to the cluster that has points. Then the rate of change of cluster entropy is equal to


4.



 


(6)

3. T-norm and T-conorm operators and granular entropy

granules and each of them has at least one point. At this
Suppose that there are
stage we need an algorithm according to which every point will be assigned to a particular granule. During this process we should take care that all granules form compact
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subspaces; the assignment of points to granules is made only in cases where compactness
of granules is preserved.
As we define the distances between point p and granules, we get the leverage over
the granulation process. The new point is added to the granule if the distance from this
point to the granule is the smallest. We leverage the process by defining the way the
distance between a point and granules is determined, and, therefore to what granule this
point will be added.
Definition: : Suppose we have a granule A with points whose relevancies are equal to
"  "      " . Then granular distance / between point + that has relevancy " and
granule A is computed as
/   "  "      "  "    "  "      " 

(7)

where  is monotonic, commutative, associative operator     .
granules to which point + can be assigned, with granular disInitially we have
tances at between point + and these granules equal to /  /      / ; we assign the
/ .
point + to such granule , that / 


For example, if the operator  is maximum operator and the relevancies in first and
second granule are equal to    and    correspondingly, then the
granular distances from the point with relevancy 0.45 are equal to 0.7 and 0.6 and the
point is assigned to the second granule. The resulting operator, that determines to which
granule the new point will be assigned, is minimax operator.
This operator  , whose arguments are points’ relevancies, can serve as leveraging
mechanism in the process of granulation.
What properties can be associated with this operator? First of all, the result of the
computation should not depend on ordering of points in the granule, i.e. this operator
should be commutative.
 "  "    "  " 

Second, we should be able to extend an operator from
operator should be associative.

to



arguments. Thus, this

 "   "  "     "  "  " 

Third, it should be monotonic: an increase of relevance of some point in the granule
from " to " should not lead to a decrease of granular distance between point + with
relevance " and this granule.
 "  "    "  "  if "  " 

Fourth, the more points in the granule the larger corresponding granular distance should
be. Thus,
 "  "      "  "    "  "      " 
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The inequality should hold also if the relevancy " is equal to 0. The latter case can
happen if we add to the granule an additional point that happens to coincide with the
point +. But
       

And therefore
 "    "       "  

From the latter equation follows that  "   ". Thus, we have additional requirement:
an operator  has identity 0, i.e.  "   ".
Operators, that satisfy all four properties - commutativity, associativity, monotonicity, and zero identity - are called t-conorm operators. Foremost among them is the maximum operator. If we apply the maximum operator for evaluation of granular distances,
the resulting granulation tends to be more equal. But it is not necessary. If we have
two granules with relevancies equal to     and   the granular
distances and the point with relevancy 0.4 are equal to 0.45 and 0.6 correspondingly, and
the point + will be assigned to the first granule even though it already has the largest
number of points.
What we need is operator that takes into account not just the granular distances from
point + to points in a granule but the number of points in a granule as well. For this
purpose we can use other t-conorm operators. For example, if we apply Luca^sevich tconorm         in the above example then the granular distances will
be 0.8874 and 0.88 and point p will be assigned to the second granule, even though
all relevancies in the first granule are less then relevancies to the points in the second
granule. On other side, if the first granule consisted of just three points with relevancies
equal to   , then the granular distance to point p (calculated as Luca^sevich
t-conorm) is equal to 0.6587. The latter is less then granular distance from the point p to
second granule (0.88) and, therefore, point p will be assigned to the first granule, even
though it has more points.
Thus, choosing the appropriate t-conorm operator, we can approximate the desired
granular entropy (because values of granule entropy are discrete, we can not organize
granulation process to get exact value). And, as the process of adding new points is
iterative, we can make sure that difference in size of granules will be within desired
bounds.
If, on other hand, we want to get minimal granular entropy, we have to assign new
points to existing granules with the largest number of points. As a result most of points
will be concentrated in one granule (because we have fixed the number of granules with
at least one point in each of them, granular entropy will never reach 0). In such a case
the larger the number of points in the granule the smaller granular distance between the
point + and this granule is. Therefore, the granular distance between the point + and
some granule should not increase if we add another point to the granule. Thus,
 "  "      "  "    "  "      " 
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This inequality should also hold if we add point with the maximal relevancy (which is
equal to 1). But        . Therefore, we have
 "    "       "  

From the latter equation follows that identity equal to 1. Operators, that satisfy four
properties - commutativity, associativity, monotonicity, and one identity - are called tnorm operators. The most common t-norm operator is the minimum operator.
We can get control of granulation by using the t-conorm operator
' +     !"2

*     

(8)



and its dual t-conorm operator
 +       ' +       

(9)

by varying the parameter : if we want to add a new point to the granule with largest
number of points then we use t-norm ' + with large . On the other side if we want to
add the point + to the granule with the least number of points we use t-conorm + .

5.

4. Uni-norm operators and leveraging of granulation process

Operators that determine granular distance should satisfy at least three properties:
commutativity, associativity, and monotonicity. If we need as a result of granulation
process to get as large granular distance as possible we use zero identity; if we want as
small granular distance as possible we use one identity. If we want to leverage granular
entropy toward some particular value we should use identity in between zero and one.
Definition: Operators 9         that satisfy four conditions:
a) Monotonicity
b) Commutativity 9 "  "   9 "  " 
c) Associativity 9 "  9 "  "   9 9 "  "  " 
d) Having fixed identity  i.e. 9 "   " for any " are called uni-norm operators.
We can construct uni-norm from any t-norm operator T and t-conorm operator  :
If      then 9      '

 

  



 
If      then 9         

 
   or 9    
If         then 9    

For example, if '    

   and     
9    



(10)
  

   then

   if     

(11)
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9    

   otherwise 

Theorem 3: If granular distance is defined by an operator 9 , then granular entropy is
monotonically decreasing on .
P ROOF: Let identity in the operator 9 be equal to  , and identity of operator 9 be
equal to    .
If      

9     9    

If    

  .



9     9    

If         

  .



9     9    

  .

If           

9    
   9    
and 9     9   .

  

Therefore, 9     9    for all   .
As we increase the value of identity  the granular distance D is decreasing (nonincreasing). Therefore, granular entropy is decreasing (non-increasing). For example, let
the relevancies of points in granules A, B and C be equal to   ,   
and    correspondingly. If e is equal to 0.5, then the granular distances from
point + with relevancy 0.6 to the granules A, B and C are equal to 0.2, 0.4, 0.1 and the
point + will be assigned to the third granule. If identity  is equal to 0.1 then the granular
distances are 0.9, 0.7, 0.8 and the point + will be assigned to the second granule. Thus,
to achieve specific results we can fine-tune the identity level of uni-norm operator (not
necessarily 9 ) and get the desired level of granular entropy.
In the same example, we can look at the 
level of change of granular entropy (The.
, where > is granular entropy, > is
orem 2). Their values of  . >  
#
granular relevancy of the granule and > is total granular relevancy) are equal to 0.0163,
-0.0268 and 0.0163, while their granular relevancy is equal 1.4, 1.7 and 1.4 correspondingly. Granular entropy of the whole system is equal to 1.0041. To get maximum increase of cluster entropy we have to add a new point to the fist cluster; to get maximum
decrease of cluster entropy we have to add a new point to the third cluster; and make the
minimal change in cluster entropy we have to add a new point to the second cluster.

6.

Conclusion

In this paper we introduce the concepts of granular entropy and cluster entropy and
describe how we can use them to represent granulation process as solution of optimization problem. To this end the theorem, that shows how the change in relevance of points
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in a granule affects granular entropy, was proved. To get additional leverage over granulation process we introduce the concept of granular distance and show how this leverage
can be achieved by applying t-conorm and uni-norm operators to control granular distances and granular entropy.
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